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Market Outlook

We expect the TOPIX Index to climb +11% this year, closing at 2000. We assume the PE ratio of 18x for the

FY2021, exceeding the median ratio of 2000 (15x), with a YoY 30% increase in earnings per share (EPS).

The PE ratio of the TOPIX based on projected earnings for FY2020 was 20x at the end of 2020. We

forecast a slight decline in the forward PE ratio on the back of rising long-term interest rates with economic

recoveries. We expect the Nikkei225 to close the year with a gain of +7% at circa JPY29,500. It might briefly

break out of the 30,000 mark, but a further increase should be limited even with earnings growth given the

high composition ratio of already high-value stocks. So the gain of the TOPIX is likely to be larger than that

of the Nikkei225 in 2021.

The domestic economy will remain weak in the short term due to the coronavirus pandemic, but corporate

earnings are likely to recover and grow sharply from the latter half of FY2020. In particular, exporters should

enjoy expanding demand at home and abroad. Warmer weather brings fewer coronavirus cases. We can

also expect an expansion in fiscal expenditures as a part of economic stimulus packages. We believe

earnings recovery will be led by not only companies that make electronic components for PCs, servers and

5G mobile phones, but also automakers, makers of steel / nonferrous metals and chemicals that are

benefiting from rising product prices.

The Bank of Japan (BOJ) is expected to maintain a loose monetary policy while permitting interest rate

increases of long-term bonds over 10 years. We expect the bank to continue purchasing exchange-traded

funds (ETFs) when the market loses ground but it is unlikely that its purchases will reach the upper limit of

the program, as it will seek to stop stock prices keep rising.

The value of the JPY may rise further but we do not expect it to rise beyond the 100 mark to the USD. A

stronger JPY should prompt the BOJ to step up its quantitative easing measures, leading to the stability of

exchange rates. The BOJ can take quantitative easing measures through buying operations more easily

than before as new government bond issues are increasing. If the stock market declines due to JPY

appreciation, we believe that the BOJ will increase their ETF purchase volume.

The Lower House election will be held in October 2021, and we do not foresee any change in government.

While the cabinet approval rating is on the decline, the ruling coalition comprising of the Liberal Democratic

Party and the Komei Party, is likely to maintain a majority in the Lower House given a decline in approval

rating of opposition parties. I anticipate that the former Prime Minister (PM) Abe might come back into power

should PM Suga resign, as Mr Suga is six years older than Mr Abe.

Policies that force companies to bear financial burdens is one of the biggest risk factors. For example, the

government may raise carbon taxes as part of global warming prevention measures. These policies may

instigate an overseas transfer of production, dealing a heavy blow on the domestic economy. On the other

hand, if the government adopts tax breaks for investments in green action or increase subsidies for

environmental programs instead of putting a strain on the private sector, they would boost the domestic

economy. Even if the 2021 Summer Tokyo Olympic Games is suspended due to the pandemic, the decision

will not have a big impact on the economy given construction investments have already been completed.

We expect Japanese stocks to enter a brief correction phase in January. But an expectation for a recovery

in operating results for the Oct-Dec quarter, which will begin announcements in late January, should support

stock prices. Economic downturn due to slower economic activity is inevitable as a state of emergency has

been declared again in Tokyo and its neighboring prefectures. Exporters that are supposed to achieve

earnings growth will shore up the overall stock markets.
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Overweight sectors (largest shown first): Underweight sectors (largest shown first):

Information technology Consumer Staples

Materials Industrials

Financials Healthcare

We will remain overweight in the IT sector, notably electronic component / semiconductor makers as well as the material sector such as steel &
nonferrous metal / semiconductor material makers. We will also keep an overweight position in the financial sector by increasing the weight of securities
companies on hopes of shareholder returns from them. Conversely, we will take a major underweight position in industrial / consumer staple sectors as
they depend on domestic demand for most of their sales

Investment Strategy

Sectors shown are TOPIX 17 industries

The governor of Tokyo, Yuriko Koike, holds press conferences almost every day to deliver the latest infection status. However, it appears that she did not
anticipate a crisis until recently, in that she had not tried to secure more than 220 sickbeds for serious cases. The initial target was 300. She has not given
any indication of a shift in focus to the coronavirus pandemic at municipal hospitals. The occupancy rate of hospital beds for serious patients has
remained below 50% with only a modest increase in death toll. Tokyo has allowed restaurants to remain open until 10pm while Osaka required
restaurants to close at 8pm. I was of the opinion that the media was fuelling concerns over the coronavirus. I thought the number of coronavirus cases
surged in Tokyo only because private companies that undertake PCR tests rushed to public healthcare centers to report the number of positive cases
ahead of the New Year break, in addition to the larger number of people taking PCR tests. Other market participants must have also been surprised at the
second declaration of a state of emergency.

Nonetheless, the market turmoil should abate shortly. Tokyo has started to improve its hospital systems. The Tokyo Metropolitan Government seems to
be examining a plan to secure a 1,000 hospital beds for coronavirus patients by positioning municipal hospitals as a central coronavirus hub. Stock prices
should rise once Covid-19 vaccinations begin and the number of new cases peak. Tokyo and its suburban areas experienced a cold and dry December,
which allowed the virus to spread easily. We hope the number of new cases will fall when it gets warmer as it does with the influenza virus.
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